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Abstract

Automated patch clamp (APC) technology was first developed at the turn of the millennium. The increased throughput it afforded promised a new paradigm in ion channel recordings: it offered the potential to overcome the time-consuming, low-throughput bottleneck arising from manual patch clamp (MPC) investigations. This has relevance to the fast-paced development of novel therapies for chronic pain. This review highlights the advances in technology, using select examples, that have facilitated APC usage in both industry and academia. It covers both first generation and the latest developments in second-generation platforms. In addition, it also provides an overview of the pain research field and how APC platforms have furthered our understanding of ion channel research and the development of pharmacological tools and therapeutics. APC platforms have much to offer the ion channel research community and this review highlights areas of ‘best practice’ for both academia and industry. The impact of APC platforms and the prospects for chronic pain ion channel research and improved therapeutics will be evaluated.
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Introduction

The global neuropathic pain market for 2015 was estimated at $5.2Bn, with a projected growth to $8.3Bn by 2024 (Kumar, 2016). A diverse range of ion channels are key molecular targets in combating chronic pain (for reviews see Mathie, 2010; Tibbs et al., 2016; see also other articles in this Themed Issue for further detail). Typically, ion channel research and electrophysiological assays are performed by measuring ionic currents from single, adherent cells via the manual patch clamp (MPC) technique (Hamill et al., 1981; Sakmann and Neher, 1984). While MPC is still held as the benchmark for electrophysiologists, a major drawback is that it requires significant training and technical capability. This is becoming increasingly problematic in academia with a focus on deliverables and feasibility of research programs (Nurse, 2015). Further, MPC is time-consuming and provides very low throughput (~ 20-40 data points, d.p./day; where a d.p. is defined as a current recording under different test conditions e.g. a four-point cumulative drug concentration response would be five d.p., control current, plus four drug modulated currents), hampering the ability to study ion channels and develop drugs targeting ion channels in an efficient and timely manner.

To overcome these technical and low throughput hurdles, several automated patch clamp (APC) technologies were developed in the late 1990s and early 2000s (for reviews on APC technologies see Priest et al., 2004; Dunlop et al., 2008; Milligan et al., 2009; Terstappen et al., 2010). The key development that lowered the technical capability, whilst dramatically increasing throughput, was applying ion channel expressing cells (via heterologous over-expression in e.g. HEK293 cells) in suspension to planar arrays of recording sites (or planar recording chips; see Perkel, 2010). In this way, instead of micro-manipulating a glass electrode pipette onto a single, adherent cell (see Figure 1A), cell suspensions are applied to planar recording chips with multiple recording sites and would settle on recording sites via a combination of gravity and negative pressures (see Figure 1B). Once settled onto the recording aperture, increased negative pressure induces the formation of high electrical resistance seals (100s MΩ – several GΩ) the hallmark of high-quality patch clamp recordings. Lowering the required technical capability democratized the ability to record ion channel currents - though the high costs of APC platforms (typically > £100k) and single-use recording chips has, in general, restricted use of the technology to pharmaceutical industry drug discovery or the best funded academic groups. Though there is evidence of chip re-use this has not been robustly demonstrated for inclusion in either academic or industrial research groups (Kao et al., 2012).

In this review of APC technology examples from academia and industry will be presented, highlighting key developments that have advanced our understanding of pain-related ion channels and how they have been assayed and targeted to develop improved pain therapeutics.

Evolution of APC platforms – first generation
APC platforms have evolved over almost two decades (Figure 2). Briefly, the first APC platforms used one of three different recording formats:

i. automated recording electrode pipette-to-cell recordings, mimicking MPC recordings via robotics (Apatchi-1, Sophion A/S, Denmark; Asmild et al., 2003);

ii. cell suspensions inside inverted pipettes, each forming a seal with a single cell from the suspension e.g. AutoPatch, CeNeS (acquired by Xention), (Mathes, 2003); Flyscreen, Flyion GmbH, Germany; (Lepple-Wienhues et al. 2003);

iii. cell suspensions applied via automated pipettors to planar arrays of recording sites (planar recording chips) e.g. Patchliner, Nanion Technologies GmbH, Germany, (Brüggemann et al., 2006); SyncroPatch96 Nanion Technologies, (Stoelzle et al., 2011); QPatch, Sophion A/S, Denmark, (Asmild et al., 2003; Mathes et al., 2009); PatchXpress, Molecular Devices Corp. (MDC), USA, (Xu et al., 2003; Tao et al., 2004), IonWorks, MDC, USA, (Schroeder et al., 2003; Finkel et al., 2006); CytoPatch, Cytocentrics AG, Germany, (Scheel et al., 2011) and IonFlux Fluxion Biosciences, USA, (Spencer et al., 2012).

It is now generally agreed that the most effective and successful of these recording formats was the application of cell suspensions to multiple recording sites on planar recording chips, and became the standard format that subsequent APC platforms would adopt (see Obergrussberger et al., 2016). In this format, multiple recordings could be achieved simultaneously in a single experimental run.

This first generation of APC platforms using planar recording chips gave researchers a greater throughput: the ~20-40 d.p./day of MPC was now improved to 10 to 100-fold greater on APC platforms (see Table 1). To achieve the highest throughput of several thousand d.p./day, compromises were made on some of the APC platforms (see Table 1). These compromises may have impacted on the uptake of APC in academia. For instance, the first APC platforms offering 384 simultaneous recordings made use of a ‘loose-seal’ (typically ~100 MΩ) configuration in contrast to GΩ seals routinely obtained in high quality MPC recordings (Hamill et al., 1981). The PatchXpress had lower throughput, with 16 simultaneous recordings, but had the advantage of GΩ seal. On other APC platforms, such as the Patchliner (Brüggemann et al., 2006) and the SyncroPatch96 (Stoelzle et al., 2011) GΩ seals were achievable, but required the presence of a ‘seal enhancer’. This ‘seal enhancer’ solution contains a high Ca²⁺ concentration (e.g. 40 mM), which is problematic for ion channels that are sensitive and/or modulated by Ca²⁺. It should be noted, however, that these seal enhancing solutions are routinely used only at the very start of recording, during seal formation, after which they are washed away using onboard fluidics capabilities that the PatchLiner and SyncroPatch96 possess). Another limitation of the some of the early platforms involved the recording volumes and the ability to wash out test compounds. For example, IonWorks HT (and its later generation sibling IonWorks Quattro) has a fixed recording well volume (~20 μl) and is limited to two applications of test solutions to the recording site; consequently, this platform does not have a wash-through capability of test solutions (Schroeder et al., 2003; Finkel et al., 2006), a routine capability in MPC. A pertinent example of a limitation that fixed well-volume causes is the ‘lipid-sink effect’ reported by (Bridgland-Taylor et al., 2006); excess cells in the
recording well that are not sealed onto a recording site act as ‘lipid-sinks’ for highly lipophilic compounds (e.g. terfenadine, astemizole). This results in lower potencies of these lipophilic compounds being reported than when using MPC, due to the lowered free concentration of the compounds.

Evolution of APC platforms – second generation

Many of the compromises that allowed for the higher throughput of the first APC platforms have been addressed in the second generation. A summary of the capabilities of these second-generation APC platforms is given in Table 2. For example, the limited fluidics that the first 384-recording capable APC platform IonWorks employed were improved in its later generation IonWorks Barracuda (Gillie et al., 2013; Kurshev et al., 2014). Similarly, Nanion’s SyncroPatch 384 PatchEngine (384PE, Obergrussberger et al., 2016) and Sophion’s Qube (Chambers et al., 2016) also employ micro-fluidics channels to allow low-volume, rapid exchange of solutions around the cell recording sites. The second-generation APC platforms maintain high-throughput (384 or 768 simultaneous recordings) whilst achieving the high-quality GΩ seal recordings, though the 384PE does still require the high Ca\(^{2+}\) ‘seal enhancer’. Through developments in cell dissociation and cell suspension maintenance, the requirement for high Ca\(^{2+}\) ‘seal enhancer’ on the 384PE has been reduced recently, with seals of several hundred MΩ routinely achieved without ‘seal enhancer’ in many ion channel expressing cell lines (Dr. Alison Obergrussberger, Nanion, personal communication). On both the Qube and 384PE, current-clamp recordings are also possible. Finally, with increased throughput, often accompanied by improved recording success rates with greater knowledge of cell culturing, dissociation and recording solutions, the cost per d.p. has reduced. First generation APCs have an estimated cost per d.p. ranging from €0.31 - €1.50, whilst second generation now range from 3-10-fold less than those costs (€0.10 - €0.16; see Table 2).

Additional APC capabilities advancing ion channel research

Whilst compromises were needed in APC platforms to enable lowering of the technical requirement and increased throughput, the design and engineering of the planar array format of APC technology generated many advantages, providing researchers with several additional capabilities as standard, which would not routinely be standard capabilities or readily achievable in MPC.

The following list summarises the additional capabilities that APC technology allows:

**Internal cell solution perfusion** – Patchliner, SyncroPatch96, 384PE and Qube all allow exchange of the internal cell solution during recordings. For instance, TREK-1 channel modulation via intracellular pH was demonstrated using the 384PE (Sauter et al., 2016). In another example, activation of TRPC5 channels was shown on the 384PE by perfusing Ca\(^{2+}\) containing internal solutions (Brinkwirth et al., 2017). While this is possible in MPC, it is only via internal pipette solution dialysis, meaning control of the timing of dialysis is limited and is a one-time event after achieving whole-cell access to the recording cell.
**Temperature control** – The flexibility of the temperature control on APC platforms allows for two operational modes: (i) both the recording chamber perfusate and pipette solution to be heated simultaneously, allowing for maintenance of physiological temperatures, or (ii) the intracellular solution can be heated alone, allowing for the study of heat activated channels. This has been demonstrated effectively in TRPV1 and TPRV3 studies with the Patchliner platform (Papakosta et al., 2011; Stoelzle et al., 2011). The biophysical and pharmacological effects of temperature on hERG (Kv11.1) ion channels has also been shown using IonFlux (Golden et al., 2011; Kauthale et al., 2015). Once again, though possible in MPC, it requires specific add-on temperature control units.

**Fluidics** – The use of micro-fluidic channels (e.g. IonFlux, QPatch, SyncroPatch, PE384, Qube) or low, fixed well-volumes (IonWorks) allows expensive, low quantity compounds and molecules (e.g. peptide toxin fractions see Klint et al., 2015; Shcherbatko et al., 2016b; Deuis et al., 2017) to be tested in limited, small volume applications. Micro-fluidic channels also provide fast external solution exchange rates (complete solution exchange between 10 – 50 ms), sufficiently fast to allow for recordings from fast desensitising ligand gated ion channels (e.g. nicotinic acetylcholine α7 receptors, Dunlop et al., 2007; Friis et al., 2009; Obergrussberger et al., 2014; Hao et al., 2015; Arias et al., 2016; P2X receptors, Shcherbatko et al., 2016a). Once again, though possible in MPC, it requires specific add-on microinjection units.

**Planar chips** – The development of a planar recording chip reduces the potential for mechanical noise that long, glass electrode pipettes used in MPC recordings may cause. Consequently, greater success rates for longer recordings (> 30 minutes) are possible on APC platforms (Milligan et al., 2009).

**Population (ensemble or multi-hole) patch clamp** – The ability to record the average current from a population or ensemble of multiple cell currents recorded from multiple recording sites in a single recording well. In this way, recording multiple cells gives improved recording success rates and averages variable ion channel expression across several cells (Finkel et al., 2006; Dale et al., 2007).

These advancements were guided by MPC capabilities, but have often surpassed existing MPC technologies (e.g. internal perfusion systems). APC technology now provides a robust recording capability to deliver a higher throughput.

**Using APC platforms in ion channel research – the academic perspective**

2006 saw the introduction of APC platforms with a Patchliner (Nanion) and the first QPatch (Sophion) taking up residence in academic laboratories. These first steps into automated electrophysiology were primarily development partnerships between APC manufacturers and academics, with academia employing full-time staff to run the platforms. This then led to the first characterization of APC (Patchliner, Nanion) versus MPC, to provide protocols and troubleshooting guidance for APC adopters (Milligan et al., 2009). This study highlighted the potential for HTS to become part of academic
laboratory research portfolios. However, it did also point to some drawbacks with regards to cell specific experiments and the need for raised concentrations of Ca\(^{2+}\) (e.g. Nanion’s ‘seal enhancer’ solution) or F\(^{-}\) in the intracellular solutions. This has led to further publications with more focus on specific cell and channel subtypes to gauge where the APC can provide benefit in the academic environment when compared to current practices (Estacion et al., 2010; Becker et al., 2013; Haraguchi et al., 2015).

From a pain therapeutics perspective, the APC platforms have been used to good effect by various groups (for example, Xu et al., 2008; Miller and Aricescu, 2014; Klint et al., 2015; Deuis et al., 2017). These studies have examined a host of different molecular targets, ranging from transient receptor channels (TRPC5) to voltage gated sodium channels (Nav1.7). The Nav1.7 story that has developed over the last decade has been supported by APC platforms in both academia and industry (Klint et al., 2015; Alexandrou et al., 2016; Deuis et al., 2017). The data generated have provided a wealth of both structural and biophysical data. For instance, Klint et al. (2015) describe Nav1.7 channel inhibition by spider venom peptides on the QPatch system (Sophion): by employing APC to generate cumulative concentration response data, using heterologous expression systems (e.g. CHO cells), the researchers made the most of APC functionality, i.e. rapid, low volume exchange of extracellular solution; this solution exchange maximizes use of limited volumes of venom peptide.

Another molecular pain target that has been examined using APC platforms is the glycine receptor (Gilbert et al., 2009). Again, here it has been used for HTS of novel compounds that can modulate receptor function. They employed a twin strategy: the primary screen was based on fluorescent assays, with ‘hits’ confirmed by APC. Here an 80% success rate of recordings was reported in line with other published data (Milligan et al., 2009); additionally, 50% of these recordings lasted for 10 minutes or more. These studies again display the efficiency of the APC, primarily employing heterologous expression systems. More recently, data has been published on primary cells and induced pluripotent stem cells (Haythornthwaite et al., 2012; Cao et al., 2016). Regarding pain therapeutics, Cao et al., 2016 used induced pluripotent stem cell-derived sensory neurons from patients with erythromelalgia, which opens up much needed relevant human models to investigation via APC. With these heterogeneous cell populations, the success rate varies, often reduced and similar with what is achievable by an experienced MPC electrophysiologist. It is of note these data were generated for sole industrial publications or industrial and academic partnerships.

GABA receptors have become relevant targets in pain therapeutics following a number of studies (Enna and McCarson, 2006; Knabl et al., 2008; Ji and Neugebauer, 2011; Kahle et al., 2016). To this end they have also received attention for recording on APC-based technology in academic labs. Most notably Miller and Aricescu (2014) provided the first 3D structure of a GABA receptor. In parallel with structural studies, functional data collected on the Port-a-Patch platform (Nanion) provided pharmacological concentration response data to a variety of modulators (Miller and Aricescu, 2014). Here the Port-a Patch was used not to facilitate HTS, but to provide access to functional data for labs that do not have the electrophysiological capabilities
and training required to perform MPC experiments. The Port-a-Patch is well suited to academic labs looking to complement existing structural or biochemical data with important functional read outs. Though technically not an APC platform, the Port-a-Patch uses the same planar technology developed on APC platforms (i.e. a static recording site, onto which cell suspensions are applied), providing a more accessible ion channel recording format for first time users (Fertig et al., 2009). Further, this ease of use makes it ideally suited as an educational tool to open the field of electrophysiology to undergraduate students. Here, low cost experiments could be set up to engage with students to reinforce taught physiological content, where previously MPC usage would only be considered for PhD students or postdoctoral researchers where training time is feasible.

While APC usage has been used and developed in academia, often it is in partnership with pharmaceutical companies. However, while this facilitated the early adoption of APC in academia it is something that has not become widely implemented. On the academic front, APC runs into difficulties: for greatest efficiency and research output, an APC would need to be used and maintained by a full-time researcher and would need to be performing numerous experiments several times per week (e.g. testing different modulating molecules, different ion channels, etc.). Most academic labs have neither the research support nor the throughput requirements to efficiently use an APC. However, one usage model that has been adopted by academia is that of a shared, core facility where several research groups club together to fund and generate the volume of experimental testing required – much like the usage model previously adopted for earlier, expensive technology platforms (e.g. confocal microscopy, DNA sequencing).

**Using APC platforms to drive ion channel drug-discovery – the industry perspective**

With the vastly increased drug testing throughput afforded by APC technology, pain drug discovery programmes in pharmaceutical and biotechnology labs were perfectly suited to adopt APC technology, driving medicinal chemistry in the iterative generation of improved drugs (i.e. improved in efficacy, target specificity, selectivity and safety profiles). Not surprisingly, the labs involved in ion channel drug discovery, or providing these screening capability services to the drug discovery industry (e.g. contract research organisations, CROs), were early adopters of this new electrophysiological recording technology.

In particular, given their role in pain pathways, the voltage-gated sodium channels (Nav1.7-1.9) have received significant R&D time, money and attention on a range of APC platforms (Castle et al., 2009). Thus, shortly after commercial availability, IonWorks HT started to be used for the first high throughput screens: for instance, a 21k screen of compounds selected for ion channel-like pharmacophores from a 700k compound library of small molecules was performed, searching for selective blockers of the neuropathic pain target Nav1.7 (Southan et al., 2008). A few years later the same group, targeting the same ion channel, performed a far larger screen of 130k compounds (Dr. Gary Clark, Charles River Labs, 2011, personal communication). The PatchExpress platform has been used in studies examining the pharmacology of
Nav1.8 channels. A combination of MPC and APC (PatchExpress) was used to demonstrate a novel pharmacological tool in pain research, through blockade of the Nav1.8 channel (Payne et al., 2015). The PatchExpress platform was also used by Lin et al. 2016, to generate data surrounding the biophysical identity of HEK293-Nav1.9 cells with an interest in tetracaine modulation (Lin et al., 2016). This study has offered valuable insight into the Nav1.9 mediated currents and will benefit both industrial and academic pain related research endeavors.

Equally important in the early adoption of APC technology for pain drug discovery was drug safety testing, and to this end the cardiac safety of drug libraries for hERG (Kv11.1) ion channel liability were also being screened on IonWorks HT (Sorota et al., 2005). For a comprehensive review of APC and identifying hERG liability, readers should see Danker and Möller (2014) and recent work towards a standardized hERG liability definition (Windley et al., 2017).

To researchers routinely performing high-throughput screens (HTS), these ion channel examples of 10 - 100k compound screens fall short of the usual compound library screens, with true HTS often running to millions of compounds screened. Consequently, APC technology has been used in many drug discovery programmes as a secondary screen to ensure that high-throughput compound ‘hits’ are modulating the ion channel target and not an artefactual response observed in the primary screen (e.g. compound auto-fluorescence in a fluorescent based assay). For instance, a fluorescent screen can be used to perform the larger, first (primary) HTS screen, followed by a secondary, smaller and more focused medium throughput screen (MTS) to verify the primary HTS compound ‘hits’ (e.g. Gilbert et al., 2009); for a review of this screening cascade see Terstappen et al., 2010. In this way pain-related ion channels have been targeted in drug discovery programmes with APC technology typically performing this secondary screen (i.e. compound activity verification) in the drug discovery cascade: e.g. HCN channels (Vasilyev et al., 2009); Nav channels (Trivedi et al., 2008; Klement et al., 2012; Bagal et al., 2014; Kornecook et al., 2017), Cav3 (T-type) calcium channels (Xie et al., 2007) and Cav2 (N-type) calcium channels (Swensen et al., 2012).

After the first generation paved the way, driving ion channel drug discovery via MTS, the second generation of APC platforms have been quickly harnessed in the search for improved analgesics. For instance, the Qube, whilst still in beta-testing, was used by Chambers et al. (2016) to perform a 158k compound screen to find compounds modulating Nav1.7 to find new small molecules to treat neuropathic pain.

**Conclusions**

With the advent of APC technology, data throughput has risen dramatically, whilst the technical ability needed to make ion channel recordings has been lowered. In both academia and industry this has led to significant advances in pain-related ion channel research.
For instance, all the pharmaceutical drug discovery programmes behind the drugs targeting ion channels in chronic pain states listed in Table 3 used APC screens and testing through their medicinal chemistry evolution. (For reviews of APC technology used in advancing pain ion channels targeted in drug discovery see Bagal et al., 2014 and Chambard et al., 2014). The drugs in Table 3 are a selection of the first of the post-APC generation of chronic pain therapeutics entering clinical trials, with the potential of attaining improved analgesia in chronic pain states, whilst avoiding the side effects associated with existing chronic pain therapies (e.g. opioids – side effects include addiction, constipation, over-dose; for a review see Stannard, 2011). These drugs (Table 3) may produce such a pain medicine, or at least provide the research foundations that can be built on. The improved recording capabilities that the second generation of APC technology are now providing will be critical to further accelerate the pace of future pain drug discovery programmes (Chambers et al., 2016; Obergrussberger et al., 2016).

At this early stage of the second generation of APCs, combined with publications from industry often lagging behind their latest research, it’s hard to define the true potential that these platforms may bring to pain drug discovery. However, early adoption and data suggests that the higher throughput and cheaper cost per data point that they provide is already having a positive impact on drug discovery programmes. For example, the APC-based HTS that Chambers et al., 2016, performed would previously have been a two-step screen: an HT primary screen (e.g. via a fluorescent read-out), followed by an APC secondary screen, to rule-out artefactual screening ‘hits’.

Without the consistent, higher throughput that drug discovery requires, academia APC adoption has not matched that of industry. However, in recent years’ academia has developed a shared core facility approach to generate the volume of throughput needed to make APC use efficient. In this shared model, by forming consortia, APC platforms used as a core facility allows costs of purchase (of platform and consumables), maintenance and day-to-day running of the facility by full-time, trained users to be spread over several groups. Each individual academic group then has access to APC to advance their own individual or broader multi-group research programs. In addition, APC ion channel training workshops (e.g. Sophion and Nanion both host several APC user meetings across the globe) that bring together ion channel physiologists from academia and industry increase the potential for future partnerships using APC platforms to further our understanding of pain pathways and therapeutics.
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Figure Legends

Figure 1. Manual and planar patch clamp methodologies. (A., top panel) Manual patch clamp (MPC) involves the use of a glass pipette that is manoeuvred to an adherent cell (‘Approach’). Contact is then made with the cell and through application of negative pressure an electrical seal forms, in the order of GΩ magnitude (‘Attach’). Two recording formats (‘Record’) may then be employed: (i) whole cell format, achieved by further negative pressure, rupturing the membrane, causing the pipette solution (shaded blue) and cytosol to become one compartment that is electrically and chemically contiguous. (ii) perforated patch format uses membrane perforating agents (e.g. amphotericin-B, β-escin) to achieve electrical continuity with the cell membrane and pipette solution, and allows limited dialysis (based on perforation diameter: e.g. monovalent ions, but not larger molecules like sugars, ATP or peptides) of the pipette recording solution into the cytosol (denoted by mixed blue/beige shading). (B., bottom panel) Automated patch clamp (APC) uses cells in suspension that are applied to planar arrays of recording sites on the recording chip (for clarity only a single recording site is shown; ‘Approach’). Under gravity and negative pressure an electrical seal forms between cell membrane and a micropore on the recording chip (‘Attach’). Like MPC, APCs have the capability to record in both perforated patch (via perforating agents applied beneath the recording chamber; with dialysis limited by the size of the perforations created, denoted by the mixed red/beige shading) and whole cell format (via negative pressure applied to the recording site to give the whole cell configuration), whereby the electrode and recording solution (shaded red) situated beneath the recording site are made electrically and chemically contiguous with the cytosol (‘Record’). (IonWorks, IonWorks Quattro and IonWorks Barracuda are limited to perforated patch format, without the ability to apply negative pressures to perform whole cell recordings).

Figure 2. Evolution of automated patch clamp platforms. A timeline showing the development of automated patch clamp (APC) platforms. Abbreviation: PPC – population patch clamp; platforms following IonWorks Quattro (on the market in 2005), the first PPC capable, have similar multi-hole (or ensemble) current recording capabilities.

Tables

Table 1. Key features of 1st generation APC platforms. A comparison of key features of the first generation of APC platforms. (Abbreviations: d.p./day – data points per day; PDMS – poly-dimethyl-siloxane).

Table 2. Key features of 2nd generation APC platforms. A comparison of key features of the second generation of APC platforms. Abbreviation: d.p./day – data points per day. Estimated cost/d.p. was provided by manufacturers (for Barracuda and 384PE) or estimated by the authors (for Qube); estimates are based on four-point cumulative
concentration responses and only account for recording consumable costs (i.e. no platform, service and maintenance costs were included).

Table 3. APC platforms in pain research. A selection of drugs targeting pain-related ion channels developed using APC platforms and their respective stage of development.
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